Red Cream & Tortoiseshell Society 30/11/2019
Wayne Vessey
Many thanks to Stuart and Barbara for their kind invitation to the RCT and Chinchilla, Silver
Tabby and Smoke joint Championship show. Such a well organised and friendly day with
some fine cats presented. My steward for the day was Shelley Jenkins who handled the cats
with skill and kindness, many thanks again Shelley
Grand - AC Self British Champion Male Adult – 3 quality males presented
GC BROWN & BROWN'S GrCh KOLINGA PINK CADILLAC (BSH c, M, 17/06/2018)
Although clearly still adolescent, as he should be, this male shows absolutely correct
development for his age. He impresses with his defined British type, very correct proportions
and pronounced muscle tone. The head is markedly masculine, apple shaped and with well
positioned ears of medium size showing rounded tips. The forehead shows breadth and a
gentle curve, the nose is short, broad and straight. Normal chin development. For me his
breed typical open expression, not only in terms of attitude but also with the absolute correct
position, size and shape of the deeply pigmented copper eyes put this male a step above the
competition. He has broad shoulders, a compact body and wide rump, correct chest and
deep flanks, balanced thick tail. Straight powerful boning to the limbs and firm, rounded
paws. The coat is thick, dense and plush, well textured and in perfect health. There is a frosty
tone to his pigmentation with clear pink indication and total soundness to same. His perfect
show condition was married to a relaxed and attentive demeanor, quite the showman. A top
class example of a lilac British and a pleasure to subsequently select him as Best Adult.
RGC DALTON-HOBBS' Ch LORASTON REDDY TEDDY GO (BSH d, M, 08/08/2018)
Another very good young male with the adolescent frame his age would suggest. He has a
round skull with well positioned medium sized ears and good development of the cheeks. His
muzzle is developing but shows rounded lines. The forehead is curved and the nose is short
and broad, chin to become firmer. His expression is open and confident. The eyes are round,
a good size and well placed, they are a lighter, but even shade of gold. He has a compact
solid body with very good muscle tone breadth across the beam. He has a well developed
chest and strongly boned limbs with firm paws. Balanced tail. His coat is short and crisp but
needing to be that bit denser as he gets back into full coat. There is a rich vibrancy to his red
pigmentation, which shows a few ghost markings but nothing out of the ordinary. He was
flawlessly presented. This is a male with excellent composure and presence who just needs
maturity and natural development for those finishing touches.
Blue British Adult Female
CC & BOB MISKOVIC & MISKOVIC'S CHUPAVI JINX OF LUKE (BSH a, F, 11/05/2017)
This is a female of a good medium size and weight, with commensurate muscle tone, weight
and boning. Her head shows normal development from the front, with a good position of the
medium sized ears. There is a slight pinch at her muzzle but she was rather tense. Her eyes
are a mid golden shade, round and well placed, showing just a hint of stress on the day. Her
profile shows a heavier brow, the nose break shouldn’t be any more pronounced. Short nose,
chin recedes. This girl is at the darker end of the blue range, with fading to the roots and
some silvering. She is not in full coat at the moment but it is short with good texture.The tail is
slightly short and thin. A little bit anxious but settled to show a sweet nature.

Blue,Liliac or Fawn Tortoiseshell White Adult Female
CC & BOB DALTON-HOBBS' Ch STONEMARR STEVIE NICKS (BSH g 03, F, 01/09/2018)
This is a well grown, strong and substantial female with pronounced body development and
muscle tone for her age. She has a round head, with good cheeks and muzzle, well placed
medium sized ears. The expression is open and her golden eyes are well positioned, a good
size and round. She has a broad chest and beam, well proportioned limbs and firm paws.
The thick tail has a rounded tip and balances well to the body. Good proportion of white to
patches, the mid blue and cream patches showing a slight paling to the roots. Her coat is of
standard length and has a praiseworthy texture, scrunchy, thick and crisp. This girl was very
well presented and impressed with her charm, very good British type and overall balance.
Lilac British Kitten Female
1 & BOB DALTON-HOBBS' LORASTON LULU-LOUBOUTIN (BSH c, F, 28/06/2019)
A kitten is of a good size and weight with very good type and proportions. She has an
essentially round head with chubby cheeks and well placed ears which she needs to grow
into. Marginal age related muzzle pinch presently. Her eyes are a muddy golden tone, round
and well placed. Her expression is open, confident and typical. She has a very good profile
where the chin could be a little bit firmer. She has a compact body and very good boning to
the limbs, her paws are round and firm. The tail is thick and balances well to her body. Her
coat has a kitten softness is thick, dense and plush. She is a cooler, but even toned shade of
lilac with a high level of soundness. Presented in very good condition and with a delightful
temperament.
Blue, Lilac or Fawn Tortoiseshell &White British Kitten Female
2 ACTON'S IDLEBECK FLORAL DANCE (BSH g 03, F, 30/07/2019)
I was struck by the lovely type and balance of this baby, who is well grown, already compact
and solid. She has a round head with chubby cheeks, she needs to grow into her ears which
are a tad broad based. Her expression is open, confident and typical. The eyes are
developing a pleasing golden tone and are round and well placed. Very good body
proportions, strong limbs and firm paws, balanced tail. Her coat is short, dense and thick,
with a good texture for her age. Not quite enough white for me today, she has patches of a
darker blue, and paler cream against a bright white. This girl was shown in perfect condition
and conducted herself with great charm.
AC British Longhair Neuter Assessment(except silver series) Male
M & BOB FISHER'S XZIBIT HAIRY BIKER (BLH e, MN, 26/08/2016)
I have had the pleasure of assessing this male many times and I have to confirm my previous
assertions that he is a BLH of the absolute highest caliber. In terms of Structure, type and
masculinity he ticks all the boxes, the cream is totally sound and his coat shows an
absolutely resilient texture. His presentation was flawless, and his show attitude as sparkling
as ever. A credit to the breed.

